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M. A. Akşit Koleksiyonundan/Collection

Physician at Cultures and the Medical Doctor*
M Arif AKŞİT**
” This is a conversation, discussion between a retired Medical Professors at a joint meeting.

** Prof. MD. Pediatrician, Neonatology and Pediatric Genetics

When considering the Human being, as the species of Homo sapiens, sapiens, from historical point
of view, not evaluated from the building, now at ruins now, being on humanity, love the people be in
peace is the one to take care. From perspective of cultural concepts, as physician be on individual
alone, for human rights. Medical Doctor, the health of the person, and personality, over the humanity
considerations, being on ethical principles for care and serve, even form administrative and/or
institutions so on, thus, even be an advocate of them, as an individually.
The approaches of a physician be summarised under the eight parameters of the cultures.

H

ealth, not only as physical health, also by psychiatric and moral, social be in healthy
situation. Thus, the social consideration mostly try to put the individual in rules, be in
chain, so that, be obey and like a slave of the community. Thus, the individual rights
and independence be not in equality, so be like a servant position.

Thus mainly not be a servant as noted not be sheep/raina, be own dependent/unzurna, get
information and consent be to yourself.
The cultural positions be indicated and the physician role is evaluated under Tables.
Outline
Physicians at Cultures and the Medical Doctor
AIM: By the aspect of eight parameters for concerning the cultures, there are several groups can be
established. All this kinds are not at historical apparent, also be present at this time, the evaluation of the
parameters be a physician role, importance for medical approach is noted at this Report.
Grounding Aspects: Main grounding on Güvenç1 Book as the evaluation is individual perspectives.
Introduction: The cultural parameters are; 1) Family, 2) Sources of the culture, 3) Environment, 4) Education, 5)
Administration and believes, 6) People of the culture, 7) Health, 8) Technology. The cultural groups are as; a)
Gathering, b) Agriculture, c) Industry, d) High Technology, e) Civil Liberties.
Proceeding: General Considerations; Each cultures and parameters are indicated at different tables, by the
eight, form physician role is revealed.
Notions: The basic concept be No Disease, Be on Patient be the rule, for this evaluation.
Conclusion: The approach will be considered as an advice for the physician, for be beneficence at the approach of
such cultural conditions.
Key Words: Cultural Groups and physician role at this cultural parameters
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Özet
Kültürlere göre Hekimlik ve Tıp Doktoru
Amaç: Kültürlerin temel 8’li öğelerine göre tanımlanması ile, farklı yapılar tanımlanabilmektedir. Bu grupların
zamanımızda da bulunması nedeniyle, tarihsel değil, mevcut yapıları olarak irdelenmesi, hekimlerin de buna göre
yaklaşımının önemi amacı ile bu Makale kaleme alınmıştır.
Dayanaklar/Kaynaklar: Bozkurt Güvenç’in1 eserleri temel alınarak yaklaşım yapılmış, ancak yorumlar
tamamen yazara aittir.
Giriş: İnsanlığın, kültürel, sosyal yapısının temel olarak ele alınanlar; 1) Aile, 2) kültürü oluşturan kaynaklar, 3)
Çevre, 4) Eğitim, 5) Yönetim, din ve devlet yapısı, inanışlar, 6) İnsanlar, 7) Sağlık ve 8) Teknolojidir. Buna göre
kültürel gruplar; a) Göçebe, b) Tarım, c) Endüstri, d) Yüksek Teknoloji, e) Birey öncelikli kültürlerdir.
Genel Yaklaşım; Her bir kültürel öğe, ayrı olarak özellikleri sunulmuş, hekim olarak yaklaşım boyutları da
tanımlanmaya çalışılmıştır. Kültürler ve 8’li parametreler tablolar halinde sunulmuştur.
Yaklaşım: Temel olarak Hastalık Yok, Hasta Var prensibi ile birey hakkının öncelikli olması dikkate alınmıştır.
Yorum: Kültürel yapılara göre hekimlere yaklaşımları farklı kültürel yapı ile karşılaşmaları ile, bir öneri olarak ele
alınması yararlı olacaktır, kanısını taşımaktayım.
Anahtar Kelimeler: Kültürler ve kültürel öğelere göre hekimlik yaklaşımı

Introduction
Cultures be grouped as; 1) Gathering and Nomadic Cult Culture, 2) Agriculture, settled people,
3) Industry, 4) High Technology, 5) Civil liberties and individualism is established.
At 2006, the civil liberties are taken the utmost legal position, so in Turkish Penalty Code, the
aim of the Law and in the First Article; personal rights and freedom be protected as a basic,
fundamental aspect, so, individually be considered the viewpoints.
At this Section, from Homo sapiens, sapiens, the physician role and the health be evaluated
under the Social Anthropological Science Stand point1.

General View
The parameters of the cultures under 8 considerations/specifications be evaluated under the first
Table.

Table 1: 8 Cultural Specifications and Cultures
Family and
Relatives
Physician

Sources
Physician
Environment
Physician
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Gathering

Agriculture

Industry

Technology

Civil

Clan, group,
team being
presence
Healthy
people,
healthy clan
Leader
ordered
regulations
Wise, known
repudiated
one
The living
place

Tradition at the
living places for
being
Each group
have special
care need
Traditions,
regulation and
common sense
Be on
regulations of
traditions
Settlement area,
be their country

Hight production
Institutional
culture
Institution is a
family concept
for health
The institution
regulations as
culture notes
For institutional
concepts

High Technology
Knowledge base
culture
Knowledge based,
high educational
status
The technological
machine used
program
Adapted to
technology

Civil liberties and
independency

The place of
work, fabrics

Hight technology
performed machine

For healthy
place to live,
for being

The pollution
be prevented
for people

Institution,
fabric is their
place to live

Wisdom and
facilities be
advanced

Individual health
for each
parameter
European Council
and Human
Rights Principles
Healthy for
individual state
The place where
the individual be
happy
The place for
happiness,
individually
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Education
Physician
Administration
Physician
People
Physician
Health
Physician
Technology
Physician

Learning how
to survive
To be healthy
by surviving
Leadership is
important
Be contribute
the leader
Team must be
in harmony
Team, group
be healthy
Being, healthy
is essential
Healthy team,
clan
İmmigration/
be in power
The healthy
people for
care, serve

According to the
traditional way
Healthy
traditions
Do your
homework
Health and
tradition
The creation of
civil person
Healthy
people/common
Only healthy
have a job
Healthy
common
For, agriculture
is essential
Healthy is
according to
traditions

Capital and
worker education
Healthy people
at work
Institutional rules
are on
Adapted Health
to direction
Individual of the
system
Social activities
in the institute
Healthy one be a
worker
Healthy
institution
Productive at the
fabric
Health for the
performing the
work

Certification is
necessary
Healthy one-use
technology
Due to a program
education
Use technology in
health
Knowing high
Technology
People education
for using
People is needed to
use the machine
Health on
technology
Using the high
technology
Healthy for using
technology

Informative
consent
Education for
love, happiness
Civil liberties the
top
Autonomous
consent
Each person is
important
Individually be
confirm
For the presence
of a person
Individual health
Gives pleasure to
the person
Healthy for
happiness

Cultural not names, the person attitudes be important for evaluation, thus, be in complex.

The evaluation of cultural issues and
Approach of a Physician
Each cultures has some miracle and extraordinary, as holy concepts. All are liar, thus, at High
Technology Culture, an expert on a subject, indicates some facts, some unrealistic ones.
If I mentioned an example; my friend, civil engineering professor, be in pancreas, malignancy,
learn a treatment, as a modern treatment. I searched and my report as: 1) The apricot kernel,
contains some toxic materials, not drug effect, 2) The doctor constructed a clinic at 1926, thus,
closed by law, not proved any effect, 3) The person indicated as treated was a baseball player
at 1938, 12 years later, 4) The laboratory tested it, mainly on automobile production, not on
pharmacy, 5) The person, that is now written, not any finding at the Google search, etc. He
asked me, why they perform such a complex of liar? I said, I cannot know. The evaluation be
yours.
The perception of physician in every cultural structures have a special position. Thus, be wisely
valued.
No physician be such behaviour, but, getting diplomas ins not meaning of a Medical person. To
be on science, and medical science is obligatory and be tailoring according an individual.
Placebo effect is not any place as treatment.

Physician Roles
For assessment of cultures under 8 parameters, specialized by the configuration. The Physician
role be summarized as below Tables.

Table 2-1: Cultural Specifications and Physician; Family and
Relatives
Family and Relatives: Social and Human Resource Sciences
Community mostly assume as a same genetic background. Mostly be relative
Gathering
marriages. The meaning of a family is wide, clan is the member of the family.
Mostly as a father the leader.
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Agriculture

Industry

Technology

Civil Liberties

Physician: Must keep the people healthy, for travelling, voyage. Moral
background is important; thus magic and science phantasies mostly be used.
They can indicate the physicians ad a magician. The close relations can be
effective for the health, not written, thus face to face communication is obvious.
Educator between them, if not perform, then bad person. Placebo effect is
important, and be used.
NB: Love affection not at clan, thus for induvial
Relationship is important, thus, among the same status at the community is
approved, even before their birth, the arrangement is performed, due to the
traditions. Each person duty is planned, must be fit the at the arranged work.
Family is wide family, for support and care, even controlling the traditional act.
The upper class is administrative, aristocrat, middle is the service person, the
bottom is labour and farmers.
Physician: First the administrator be healthy, thus, physician be aware of,
before the disease happened. Placebo and pharmacognosy (plant origin
treatment) methods is used, thus ancient drugs are from plant extracts.
NB: Love and respect to the country, district, lead to the person.
For core capital, marriage be for united, materialistic perspective is important.
Core family is required, be a member of a community is important.
Physician: Must be on care and serve at the top, boss. For healthy medical
advising is important, thus, mostly nonrealistic. Workers be examined
cumulatively.
NB: Love and respect to the institute, leading to human.
The person using same technology is a friend group, for get-together. The close
relation for increasing the performance on using. Family is mostly be
togetherness.
Physician: Useless and irrational, thus, individual demands are forwarded,
internet information getting is the leading factor. Physician role mostly accepted
or rejected one, thus science nearly completely excluded. People assume they
are in wide community member, from media perspective.
NB: Love and appreciation are mostly to the technology, leading to a person.
Civil Rights and Liberties is the primary concept.
Being a family, not be in marriage, be alone. Each person is a family.
Physician: Health is meaning as a person. Each individual be in healthy, and
protected from problems, and be respected and be in humanity. Physician ethical
principles be utmost level, and be an advisor and be advocatory of a person.
NB: Love to ethical principles, concerning the individual, let remember them.

Female, Mother is the center of the Society. Physician be confirm the role of Mother.

An example be more explainable o the fact. A Grandmother, taken a baby powder, from Italian
market, and advise to use to Granddaughter. Contrary, other Grandmother wants to use, the
powder of tradition. If the physician said no, they said, we raised our children with that method.
Physician must perform each application and demonstrates the benefit and harm side; the slight
harm be for elimination is satisfactory. So, the fact of meaning cleaning and not be used
anything, just if required some cream. Resistance will be normal to be noticed.

Table 2-2: Cultural Specifications and Physician; Sources
Sources:

The factors for configuration of cultures

Gathering
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The sources, for alive at the situation. Best protective places be as desert, caves
or any unreachable environment. Leader is important, thus not for war, for keeping
in peace, for security and considering precautions. Being at the same rules, be a
jointing factor, so if even child be opposed, mut leave the clan. Togetherness be
united to the enemy, with cooperative manner. Force and oppressing must have
a meaning, thus be a factor of separation.
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Agriculture

Industry

Technology

Civil Liberties

Physician: The meaning of success, is according to the team codes. The person
who knows the group can be perceive. E.g. the air in a cave is dangerous, molds
be dangerous, so, salting, probiotics, cider and such applications be important as
a traditional source of the team.
NB: Reputation and love not the source, leading to human, as science and
principle.
The place is several, thousand years be home, social conditions are somehow
strict. Academic and royalty at the administrator, service person and farmers are
mainly three status. Physicians therefore must care this social levels. Be healthy
for their situation for continuing. Most disease can be seen at the lower stage.
Thus, prevention, care must therefore more previously and preciously for them.
The consideration, now at the district of the cities.
Physician: Traditions and rules are so important, be keeping and saving the
social status. E.g., when make salting, put slat to a newborn infant, opposition
cannot be resulted, so, putting 9 teaspoon salt in a liter of water, and showering
be the replacement solution. Even by some moral and believing indications.
NB: Love be not the tradition, to the people, who cares the humanity on human
rights.
Institutional culture facts, fabric regulations, job discrimination taken mainly in
considering. Like traditions, the person is going to a slave and be in social levels,
groups for the administrative status. The democratic groups be wanting to control
their conservative person.
Democracy is meaning to control the voted ones, not be at individual rights. Even
at the legitimate, jury is the representative of the community, leading the legal
aspects, the court orders.
Physician: Physician’s be against the oppression and not be accepted when in
human behaviors. Health means be in every manner.
NB: Love ne institution, be on the human at work also.
Engineering physician is the concept, looking the evidences, not the patient. Thus
physician is meaning more and more diploma getting, thus, physician is at primary
level, if required then needed consultation, not at the first level. Technology
continuously advanced, and certification is going to repeated in medicine also.
The knowledge, mostly taken form internet origin so, the reality is not, not suitable
individual aspects, in general and not being on medical science. The person
mostly not be profession on that subject, only a learning, not be tailored to a
person.
Physician: Each drug is a poison, so, physician learns how to be benefit of it. In
order to overcome, first listen and medical science be giving the answer.
NB: Love not the technology getting result, evidence, be the patient for evaluation.
The evidences, and the findings, must be evaluated form individual rights. So,
consent is essential and tailoring is the fact to be performed. The harm will not be
grounding on demand. Primum non nocere is the physician role to performed.
Physician: Informative consent is the fact, thus, the information is be given from
physician, for considering the individual rights.
NB: Love be on the creation and the person who is in act of humanity.

All the cultural resources be on science, not on fantasies, minor harm be defeated.

Each person, each family, each community, decided, or taken in council verdict, that, they are
on the righteous, thus, if not considered on the individual rights, it must not be considered. “I
heart that Mr. S. used and got beneficence”, is the kind of a liar, or individual brain washing.

Table 2-3: Cultural Specifications and Physician; Environment
Environment:
Gathering
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The conditions and/or place, for cultural structure
For saving their community, they must move, for immigrant, the place must be
safe and convenient to live. Summer and winter settlement be different. Even at
summer, we live at the second home, others have the first, so the adaptation is
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Agriculture

Industry

Technology

Civil Liberties

not easy for the main home, everything is more expensive, the egg for selling not
for eating concept, restricted protein intake. Thus, the cultures be in complex, at
the same environment. The immigrant deeply want to be in humanity, and
confirming the reasoning of war, so dreamed the peace. Because the government
want to destroy them, the signs and symbols are mixed, in evaluation.
Physician: Health of the person is meaning health of clan, community. If the
population is in tuberculosis infection, treatment will not be so effective, first they
must accepted the disease as a harmful one. Physician mostly, therefore, be
assumed or mixed with magicians.
NB: Love is the community not the pleased, can and must be moved another
place, for safe and care, not the environment. Love not the mainly to the clan, be
the one on humanity.
Environmental pollution, insufficient economic implanting, reduced the income,
moved to cities. Thus, traditions be continuing at this district. Educations be
higher; thus, they live in old custom acts. The cities turning to villages.
The cumulation be satisfactory in democracy to be administrative power. The
believes and the living conditions are slight changed.
Physician: Some special groups have some demands, thus must be on
individual health and beneficence, be care the farmer not be in toxic condition at
the storage place, so on etc.
NB: Love not the old country, for the person, who considered on humanity with
the countryside.
By the İndustrial revolution, the people are more traveling than the aristocratic
ones, so, the sea sides are full of communities, and be another economic factor.
Thus, the social class, the situational conflicts are becoming more obvious.
Physician: The capital needs first their health, thus, workers be healthy also,
so, the community is going to under healthy protection, early health checkups are
obviously and mandatory.
NB: Love not the pollution making institute, fabric, be on the person, for the
protection at humanity reasoning.
High Technology owners want to control the environment, thus, by force if not
allowed. Reasoning is simple, to control the environment pollution and for
democracy saving, thus, mainly for managing the organization. To dismissed
other contrary ideas and people is mostly seen.
Physician: Technology is not the solution, people and their individual consent
is required for happiness, in humanity, human rights. Several factors must be in
medical science.
NB: Love to the environment, protection and serving to recover, be overcome the
pollution
The civil liberties and individual rights in supreme fact, environment must be for
happiness according the individual perspective, healthier and more utility aspects.
Food is one of the more sophistically be controlled.
Physician: People want to live at the healthy and happiness giving places, so,
psychiatric and social health also be considered, not be close inside, be isolated.
Be aware of social depression.
NB: Love to the person, who be try to satisfy their condition.

An environment for happiness and be healthy so be in love, in humanity for living.

Life is created according the position, the place of living. The importance, to be in humanity
and be live at humanity. Healthy by body, soul, social and for the future perspective.
Independence, equality are obligatory, so, if not must be change the place. Be place according
to the freedom, not cruelty performed place.

Table 2-4: Cultural Specifications and Physician; Education
Education:

The individual perspectives for the future cultural state
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Gathering

Agriculture

Industry

Technology

Civil Liberties

When escaping form the war, the community, the clan want to be safe, so the
education mainly how to be present. The educated ones be a leader, contributor
or advisor. The power is to be in wisdom. Mostly at hunting, physical power, and
how to hunt knowledge are essential.
Physician: Physician, must have a knowledge on hunting or to be present at
war, so protection and precautions be according the fear, the problem. Not know
the future, thus, must estimate what will be happened.
NB: Love primary to clan, thus, must be on ethical principle, as love to be on
ethical, humanity with wisdom even on bodily.
Education mainly for custom and traditions. The ethical principles and humanity
be under control of unwritten regulations. More powerful at the city concept, for
the solution being on juridical system.
The Turkish labor person at Germany, because of feeling the country facilities, be
more elastic and be not be a vulnerable of the hard situations.
Physician: Social supports mostly according the social levels, groups. So,
physician be at the same level for each.
NB: Love not to the custom and traditions, being on humanity on human rights.
For industry, education and learning how to use the machines is obvious. So, all
the community be in educational state, and be prepared for the learning,
experienced how to use them. Certification is essential.
Physician: Education be from the individual demand and perspective. Be mostly
precautions be in fact, at the fabric work.
NB: As; I love the person being in ethical and be active, is the philosophy of loving.
To be in humanity is the basic grounding fact.
At high Technology, for using the advanced machine, certification is essential and
education be specialized to the machine and medical science on it. Education is
not wide perspective, only for general culture, may be essential, not be in active
usage.
Physician: Physician must learn the reading the technology evidence, thus, not
be engineering perspective. From perspective of individual rights.
NB: Love is not being on restrictions, the law have to be on personal facts,
liberties, equality and be secure of individual rights. .
The education concepts mentioned at the “Convention on the Rights of the Child”
is the primary guiding one. Education be on demand. General education for
humanity perspective, to learn and be active at the performing.
Physician: The information not by internet, media, physician must take the main
source of the information giving. Doctor education must contain as the active role
of education as a teacher.
NB: Love must be on humanity concerning the individual.

Education is to be a differentiation, progress and evaluative one, thus, cultural development

Learning is not learning a knowledge, even not be professionally be effective and efficient, at
humanity. Education is learning being human, at humanity, by individuality, in ethical
principles. Thus be continuously educated, until the last day of life, and be educated others, by
their demand, not by force.
For the concept of civil Liberties, as a modern principle is indicated at the Convention on the
Rights of the Child, General Assembly resolution 44/25 of 20 November 19892. On education:
Article 6
•
•

1. … every child has the inherent right to life.
2. … the maximum extent possible the survival and development of the child.

Article 28
•

1. … the right of the child to education, and … progressively and on the basis of equal opportunity, they shall,
in particular:
o Make primary education compulsory and available free to all;
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•
•

(b) .. development of different forms of secondary education, including general and vocational
education,…
o (c) Make higher education accessible to all on the basis of capacity by every appropriate means;
o (d) Make educational and vocational information and guidance available and accessible to all
children;
o (e) Take measures to encourage regular attendance at schools and the reduction of drop-out rates.
2. … that school discipline is administered in a manner consistent with the child's human dignity and in
conformity with the present Convention. 11
3. … promote and encourage international cooperation in matters relating to education, … elimination of
ignorance and illiteracy

Article 29
•

•

1. … the education of the child shall be directed to:
o (a) The development of the child's personality, talents and mental and physical abilities to their
fullest potential;
o (b) The development of respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms, and for the principles
enshrined in the Charter of the United Nations;
o (c) The development of respect for the child's parents, his or her own cultural identity, language
and values, for the national values of the country in which the child is living, the country from which
he or she may originate, and for civilizations different from his or her own;
o (d) The preparation of the child for responsible life in a free society, in the spirit of understanding,
peace, tolerance, equality of sexes, and friendship among all peoples, ethnic, national and religious
groups and persons of indigenous origin;
o (e) The development of respect for the natural environment.
2. … that the education given in such institutions shall conform to such minimum standards as may be laid
down by the State.

Thus indicated that, education be learning of humanity.

Table 2-5: Cultural Specifications and Physician; Administration
Administration:

The status at the administrative factors as; government, religion and
democracy, human rights
Gathering

Agriculture

Industry

Technology
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For a common act, in an order, leadership is important. Obeying is essential, thus,
must be in beneficence, to be alive and be safe. If not ethical and inhuman
performance, simultaneously be eliminated, so, the condition be on reality. The
history of cruelty, now nearly none, thus oppressional relations be mostly at
agricultural culture position.
Physician: Dictated regime administration be on individual benefit, not be on
cruelty, be harsh for community benefit. Thus, physician by consultations be on
the humanity, for individual rights.
NB: Love not to the leader, for the action on humanity and individual act.
Custom, unwritten and traditional rules, mostly regulating the social status, thus,
new generations mostly be opposed the factors. As religion is the primary factor
for this oppression. The evil and Satan is the mostly a frightened one. The person
is in bias, mind and order.
Physician: The physician must consider the individual rights, so if the common
sense is suitable for a person only be acceptable to act.
NB: Love is not as praying some concepts, love to a person, who is in humanity.
The capital in industry, be economical and efficient, be on the same table with the
labour confrontation, so, each year both accepted results be in active consent.
Physician: The basic minimum payment, mostly be depend on nutritional and
healthy conditional requirements.
NB: Love for being on equality, and at brotherhood, not to be differentiated as
social classes.
Although the person is seems to be in liberty, the social media and other
interrelation on internet, for non-medical and not on Human Rights in ethical
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Civil Liberties

principles, are cancelled the individual confidences. All the administration
regulation as same as the person for each of them.
Physician: Technology tries to make a person as a solve, so for healthy, being
on ethical principles be on educational status.
NB: Love and respect to the person who is in serve to humanity.
All the applications, even the medical ones, as treatment, apart of the right to life,
be upon the informative consent.
Physician: The individual demand is primary factor, thus, be preciously
enlightened, the truth, exact and humanistic perspective. This mostly be medical,
means physicians role. Primum non nocere is the reality of the ethical principles.
Not the disease, be on the patient, nor to be even a problem or disease.
NB: Love is not meaning a slave, so, be equality, brotherhood in independence is
the grounding of love, loving.

Administration, regulation must be by demand, not by impose and committee management, by
individual consent.

Coup, impact management, not be at democracy, so by force, try to be making control. Other
person or community be under their order. Independency, equality and brotherhood is the
counter for the concept. Responsibility must be on individual; thus, obeying is the demanding,
not be free at mind and consent. Be harm, thus not for them, be oppression for the benefit of
the group, at the administration.

Table 2-6: Cultural Specifications and Physician; People
People:

Cultural contribution to the people

Gathering

Agriculture

Industry

Technology
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Leadership is important, for regulation and for being. If the leader be on harm and
cruelty, be paid from the clan, mostly by death. Therefore people must be healthy,
so they can be strong, have power to life.
The weak ones be left behind, not be there, must be in active form.
Physician: People mostly be in forward, by courage, by hope and wishes,
physicians must keep healthy them, so there will be more on humanistic act.
NB: Love, not only the leader, their philosophies, ideas and their humanistic
behaviour.
Presence bonding with the city, village is the fact, person be on serving and caring
this land, country. The Turkish workers for being in Germany, mostly be taken the
same traditions at this place, so be resistant of the social factors. Thus, they are
not assimilated, by forming new combined cultural principles.
Physician: No body be on the country, district so on, be saved in their life, for
independence, and for humanity reasoning. Social cultural levelling is obvious
thus, physician be on individual side. If healthy be in power at the community.
NB: Love not only to a country, to the person who served and cared the
community, without any perceiving facts.
Industry be giving comfort, thus be so unhappy being like a robot. Therefore love
and respect consideration be taken in consideration, for getting together.
Not be in order at some religious and administrative person, being on medical
science and humanistic acts.
Physician: Administrator want to utilize the physician; thus, physician be on
humanity side. Being powerful is to be in medical science, not science fiction.
NB: love not to the administrator, love to humanity, the person on humanity.
People are mostly be reliant on and be in order of media, TV programs. Not to be
consider the personal facts. An individual is just a statistical number. Thus,
responsibility is individual in legal also.
Physician: They used the advanced machine, thus not be slave of the result.
Evidence must be in consideration of human, a person themselves.
NB: The love not to the machine, the person using and considering the individual
rights.
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Civil Liberties

Medicine is now on like tailoring. Informative consent is the fact. Among the right
to life, the approach must be due to the personal demand, thus, they are
responsible even at law.
Physician: Supportive of the individual consent.
NB: The information be in medical science and be righteous for the person.

Physicians are also an advisor; given information, science based one for leaders, administrators.

In military service, each person is a just a number. The independence, the individuality makes
a person. This means a differentiation, a change, a unique and sole person. Physician is the
person considering the person, not a number for examination or treatment. Because, not be
enough and satisfaction for them, each one demands different one, in one concept, humanity
and medicine, under ethical considerations. Not to be against the people, be on contrary to the
acts, if negative for humanity. Be educated, be on positive way, not by pressure or obligation,
by his/her own consent. They can be change prom negative to positive, because the positive is
easy and be more acceptable one.

Table 2-7: Cultural Specifications and Physician; Health
Health:

The care and serve at health, personal approach on it

Gathering

Agriculture

Industry

Technology

Civil Liberties

For the team, for the clan, scarification is demanding, thus, healthy person is the
fact of to be. The healthy be together, old and patients must leave the community.
Physician: Healthy means all for one, one for all aspect. So, Eutenasia is the
concept to performing if not be treatable disease.
NB: Love is individual health, so, for healthy clan, each one be careful be on
medical perspective.
Not for death to their country, be a people of the World, and care and serve of
them, meaning of the humanity, land is not a bordered area, today, it is the entire
World. So, the meaning is changing at the cultural perspective.
Physician: Traditions are not, thus the person, individual consent is above all of
them. If not be medically help, the euthanasia must not be in consideration.
NB: love not the traditional rules, be on the humanity and human rights.
Health of the institute depends on the health of the people, so social and cultural
factors be on positive for the beneficial work.
Physician: Health is so precious thus, so expensive. To reduce the price, be
early diagnosis, healthy before disease, means protection and continuing the
health becomes more important. Be a consultative to the administration is so
important.
NB: Love means healthy to all, in all the considerations.
The person sitting at the computer, must be save their health, so new approach
is required. Health concept be evaluated from the individual perspective.
Physician: Technology is important to individual health, thus, be on technology,
is not the meaning of to be in health. Suicide is greatly increased, so physiatry
approach must be in routine.
NB: love to the person, who used the technology in humanistic perspectives.
To be alive, being healthy is obvious, thus a long way to be on, as life.
Physician: Individual being healthy and among that, it is a duty to follow.
NB: Love, required approach for being healthy.

Physician taken in notice the heath as healthy status in every manner, be on ethical principles.

Physician being in as physical, psychological, social and even individual and community health
consideration in broad point of view. Thus by individual rights, informed consent is essential,
even given the education by applicative way, like playing games, being an example. In
humanity concepts, a lot duty, even an advocator of a physician.
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Table 2-8: Cultural Specifications and Physician; Technology
Technology:

The technology, that the individual used

Gathering

Agriculture

Industry

Technology

Civil Liberties

All the technology for the clan, thus, also concerning the people. Cattle be
transported by trucks, thus, being even today, in same cultural perspectives. Harm
and cruelty leads harm, must be eliminated by the common.
Physician: Being healthy people is essential for the clan, so, each person is
carefully be try to be in healthy. If unhealthy, the tribe must be eliminated the
person, even at war, left behind.
NB: Love is great unification of the group, brotherhood and friendship is the main
communication factor.
For getting crop, harvesting is a product of act, by knowledge and performing. The
planting place is important, so admiration to the country is obvious, and essential.
Effective, efficient means, not always to be on tradition, new and more productive
concept, later be seen at Industry Culture. Small, satisfactory is the aiming for life.
Physician: Even settled in city and at Agriculture Culture structure, first be in
healthy, eve at the decision, not consider first the traditions, be on civil rights and
liberties. Thus, the legal perspective is grounded on Human Rights.
NB: Love is be on Human being, not be restricted on traditional borders. Open
mind and act be for human to be in humanity.
Using all the resources for gaining, thus, leads destruction to the environment.
Today, benefit and harmless productions is the aim, but, the reality concept, is for
capital increase. Mostly high technology is required for this aspect.
Physician: Some approaches like being healthy, mostly not any scientific
evidence, like placebo effect, be on act. So, opposing them not be a solution, so
be on medical health, and precautions, check-up facilities, and later at this
concepts. Against vaccination, at European Court, it is illegal, for common health.
NB: Love and respect must be forward to the individual, social justice and be
sharing the human rights, as brotherhood relation.
Globalization making an escaping from technology, thus, be on humanity requires
for individual benefit and ve healthy in all manner. So science be not on harm.
Physician: Some people not as a profession, talks like an expert, taken the
information from the media, so explaining on TV, will not be on true, but be
affecting on people. On nutrition, several specialist, thus, they are not, but talking,
as if giving information.
NB: Love must be on human being, using the technology, not the machine,
computer, thus, be protected from harm and cruelty.
Civil Liberties is forwarding the technology, thus, informative consent, leads the
people acceptance and be happy for them. Using high technology products are
not discomfort and not be away of humanity.
Physician: For true and righteous information, physicians be an adviser,
advocate and be a real friend, even at legal problems. Psychiatric approach
mostly be a routine procedure.
NB: Love on humanity, this must be a leading fact at life.

Technology be for human, for individual requirements, for peace and be on cheerful

Physician used the utmost technology. Thus, this will not be led to a medical doctor as an
engineering physician, mor like a tailor for suitable aspect to each person, even considering
their consent, A geneticist ask me why I need the investigation; I said, they are MD, so we must
check for the genetic consideration, for their satisfaction, . not to be accused themselves.
General survey, mostly for rare conditions estimations, thus, results are scarce.

Conclusion
Today, each cultural structures be seen and noticed the differences. In Europa, there are less
structural cultures, so adaptation to others is cause problems, especially for the immigrants, at
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adaptations. Even the Turkish people for labor working, being so hard at the adjustment, not as
assimilation, so, anger to others be obvious.
European aiming for being at Higher Technology Culture, thus, at Industry Culture is as a
structure. For civil liberties and individual rights narrow, but mostly institutional cultural
formation is wanted to be.
In Turkey, all the cultural groups can be noticed, thus, the political standpoint, therefore so
diverged, and being at hard to be together. Contrary the administrators at Tukey, be on
individual rights, thus, if not, if on cruelty, be swap at the next election. Thus, not only at the
Republic of Turkey, before at the Ottoman Empire also. The modern Turkey philosopher and
Chief Teacher, Atatürk, confirm some principles, but, some consider as strict rule, others be on
principles and leading parameters.
Physicians be act according to individual demands, problems and conditions, by on Medical
Science.
Even a physician can perform the first bath of a baby, and also other applications for caring and
for supporting, even be educated at the Medical Faculty, as a Professional Therapies and Care.
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